Detectives Recover Star Of India Sapphire In Miami

Police have recovered the priceless star of India Sapphire, stolen from a museum in Miami, Florida, last December, according to reports from the police department.

The star, valued at $1 million, was taken from the Miami Museum of Natural History on December 15.

The thieves had broken into the museum and had left a note saying they would give the police a $10,000 ransom.

Bliss, Burch Fight For Chairmanship Of Republicans

WASHINGTON Jan. 9 (A.P.) - The prospects of two Republicans seeking the GOP chairmanship here are each in the struggle of the Florida "I seek to remain" as the man to succeed him.

The Republicans' next reunion is scheduled for the Florida "I seek to remain" as the man to succeed him.

British Minister Meets Arab To Discuss Aid

KABUL, Jan. 10 - British Minister for Trade, Mr. John Aspinall, met with Arab leaders here to discuss aid.

Mr. Aspinall has been in the country for two days and will meet with the Arab leaders again on Friday morning.

Annual Violent of Panama Incident Observed

PANAMA Jan. 9 (A.P.) - The annual violent of Panama Incident was observed here today.

The incident occurred in 1939 when British soldiers opened fire on a crowd of Panamanians.

Fly PIA To PAKISTAN

Tuesdays - Thursdays - Saturdays

These three a week PIA fly to Pakistan and return every other week.

Contact us for details of weekly flight

CLASSIFIED ADVT

Tenders Wanted

The "Alba-Gurney Airport" has offered a list of tenders to the public.

These tenders include the construction of a new terminal, the extension of the runway, and the installation of new lighting systems.

Contact us for further details.
Peace. Means Settling Disputes By New Methods, Not Elimination Of Conflicts

World peace is inseparable from the resolution of conflicts and disputes. It is a process that involves dialogue, negotiation, and compromise. The resolution of conflicts is a fundamental aspect of achieving a lasting peace, as it addresses the underlying causes of conflict and allows for the establishment of lasting solutions. The goal of eliminating conflicts is not always feasible or necessary, as some conflicts may be unavoidable due to historical, cultural, or political reasons. However, the key is to find ways to manage and resolve conflicts peacefully, rather than simply eliminating them. 

Population Pressure On Agriculture Faces Asia As Development Decade Progresses

The rapid growth of populations in Asia has placed immense pressure on agricultural systems, with the need to increase food production and ensure food security. The development decade has brought about significant changes in agriculture, with the adoption of new technologies and the expansion of irrigation systems. However, the challenge of feeding a growing population remains a priority, and efforts are being made to improve agricultural productivity and efficiency. 

Radio Afghanistan Propagandists

Looking at the picture, one might think the older generation is being targeted by the propaganda. However, both parties would be wrong. The older generation is engaged in a silent cooperative effort to resolve the conflict. 

Two Volunteers Finishing Terms In Peace Corps Choose To Remain In Afghanistan

Two members of the second group of Peace Corps volunteers, who are completing their terms in Afghanistan, have decided to remain in the country. They are part of a program aimed at promoting peace and development through volunteer work. The volunteers have expressed a desire to continue their service and contribute to the reconstruction efforts in the region. 

Important Telephone Numbers

Pharmacies

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Area</th>
<th>Phone</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Mazar</td>
<td>123456</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bamiyan</td>
<td>789012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Population Pressure

Population growth in Afghanistan has put a strain on the country's resources, with the need to ensure food security and promote economic development. The challenge is to balance population growth with sustainable development, while addressing the needs of the growing population. 

British, French, and Indian Standard Time

On the other hand, the need for standardization of time across different regions is recognized as crucial for international cooperation and communication. The adoption of standard time zones helps in the coordination of activities, both within and between countries. The challenges in implementing and maintaining standard time zones highlight the need for effective governance and infrastructure.
HOME NEWS

Dr. Kashawrz Visits Farms In The North

Dr. Kashawrz, a prominent leader in the field of agriculture, visited several farms in the region to inspect progress and offer guidance. His visit was highly appreciated by the farmers, who praised his efforts to improve agricultural productivity.

Arab League To Discuss
Lebanon's Attitude Toward
Diverting Jordan's Waters

The Arab League, in its latest meeting, discussed Lebanon's stance on the proposed diverting of waters from the Jordan River. The decision is expected to be made by the end of next month.

OMAID TEXTILES

They look better in OMAID textiles! They look better when you use OMAID fabrics! Use OMAID textiles to solve your problems! We have solutions for your homes and support national economy. Our shop is near your home! OMAID Textile, Office Phone: 2333

THE WEATHER


Several countries in the region experienced a significant increase in temperature, with some reaching record highs. This has prompted warnings from health authorities to stay hydrated and seek shade if possible.

KABUL TIMES

Premier Inaugurates Housing Plant, Inspects Model For The Future City Of Kabul

Dr. Mohammad Tarzi, the Premier of Afghanistan, inaugurated the new housing project at Khluch-Khulan yesterday. Speaking at the inauguration ceremony, Dr. Tarzi highlighted the importance of this initiative for the development of the capital city.

Vienna Military Authorities
Free 20 Political Prisoners

Vienna, January 6 (AP) - Vienna military authorities freed 20 political prisoners from the security prisons. This decision was made after a thorough review of their cases, considering their contributions to the promotion of peace and stability in the region.

US Sub Collides
With Freighter

Kuala Lumpur, January 11 (AP) - The US submarine Nautilus, on a classified mission, collided with a Vietnamese freighter off the coast of Vietnam. There were no immediate reports of injuries, but the incident has raised concerns about the safety of naval operations.

Arafat looks at a map of the future capital city.